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Welcome!

In April we welcomed Cassie Bernyk to the LCHIP team as our

Operations Coordinator.   Cassie, whose friendly voice will be

answering phones at LCHIP, is tasked with keeping the entire LCHIP

operation running smoothly and efficiently - quite a job!  Welcome,

Cassie!

April kicks off the official start of LCHIP’s annual grant cycle. On April 18 th we’ll host

our webinar for new (or repeat) grant applicants - providing an overview of our grant

programs, and an introduction to LCHIP’s grant management system. To register

(required) contact Cassie Bernyk at Officemgr@lchip.org or 603-224-4113. 

Those planning to seek LCHIP funding in 2022 should also note that Letters of Intent

are due May 18th.  Organizations invited to apply will be required to submit full

proposals by June 22, with funding decisions announced in mid-November. More

information on LCHIP’s 2022 grants can be found here. 

Best,

Paula Bellemore

Executive Director
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Haverhill Library Gets a New Lease on Life

Working on historic buildings can be like surgery: a careful

operation to leave the patient stronger – with little visible

evidence of the treatment when it is done. Such has been the

case at the Haverhill Library, a stout, brick building

constructed in 1840 as a Grafton County office building, with

thick brick walls, a slate roof, and vaulted ceilings to make

the building as fireproof as the technology of the time would

allow. Used as a library since 1929, it had gradually

experienced structural problems: moisture made its way into a

dark crawlspace, floor timbers started to rot, and floors began

to sag. However, an LCHIP rehabilitation grant allowed the Library to seal the crawl space, reinforce the floor

joists, and repair the flooring. Now the building has a new lease on life – and there is little visible evidence of the

intervention. Photo by Joe Kirkpatrick.
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Conservation in New Hampshire - Ben Engel

As a new-transplant to New Hampshire, Ben has embarked on a year-long tour of New

Hampshire. Over the course of the year he’ll be visiting all corners of the state, learning

about each region’s unique conservation needs and ongoing conservation efforts. Watch this

newsletter where he’ll be sharing what he learns. Ben’s first stop took place on a rainy day

in March, when he visited the headwaters of the Connecticut River. 

Maidstone Bends

In the Upper Valley of the Connecticut River, the meandering

Connecticut divides New Hampshire’s North Country from the

neighboring Northeast Kingdom in Vermont. Here, farm fields

and floodplain forest create a patchwork along the river’s

banks, with hills rising up on both sides. In this area, known as

Maidstone Bends, The Nature Conservancy’s New Hampshire

Chapter (TNC), has been working to protect important

floodplain habitat and agricultural lands, an effort LCHIP has

been pleased to support, including a recent $400,000 grant to

support TNC’s acquisition of the 750-acre Gray Mist Farm in

Northumberland. At Gray Mist Farm, TNC will be undertaking

important restoration and mitigation work, including bank stabilization and floodplain forest restoration, while

encouraging the continuation of responsible farming. In fact, if successful, Gray Mist Farm will be the largest

floodplain forest restoration project in the history of New England. Given current climate change projections,

efforts to maintain and expand riparian buffers, especially along our major rivers, and to mitigate the impacts of

more frequent and larger flood events become all the more important. To learn more about this unique area, check

out this new story map from TNC: https://tinyurl.com/549nst9v

The NH Conservation License Plate (Moose Plate) Program  supports the protection of critical resources in our state. You

can purchase a Moose Plate at any time - even for a friend! Find out more at mooseplate.com. Income from the

Moose Plate Program pays for much of LCHIP's administrative expenses. Thanks Moose Plate holders for your support!
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